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How to extend if statement? I've

got some if statement, which
should check if some variable

equals to "yes". if($foo == "yes"){
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return true; } else { return false; }
But this will return false every time.
Why? How can I achieve my goal?

A: You need to turn it into an
expression: $result = ($foo ==

"yes"); Side note: Be careful about
cases where you have an

uninitialized variable $foo. If it's null
or an empty string, your condition

will fail. A: You can only do that
with a ternary operator, but only
with certain values $foo = true;
if($foo == "yes"){ return true; }
else { return false; } However, I
recommend to change your if

statement into return since it is
unnecessary and should be

avoided. $foo = true; if ($foo ==
"yes"){ return true; } else { return
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false; } Q: e79caf774b
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2015, 2016.Cellular and molecular basis of cardiac fibrosis. The heart can suffer from
fibrotic/remodeling conditions due to myocardial infarction or hypertension, leading to a mechanical

and inflammatory response that ultimately results in cardiac dysfunction. At the present time,
despite well characterized clinical entities, the cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for

this fibrotic response are still poorly understood. Here, we review recent insights into the cellular and
molecular events responsible for cardiac fibrosis with a focus on matrix degradation, myofibroblast

differentiation and recruitment, fibroblast-to-myofibroblast transition, profibrotic cytokine production
and cardiac fibrosis.
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end of a large yellow school bus that was careening through the intersection of Route 37 and
Wentworth Street, leaving a trail of rubber and metal. It’s a pattern that has plagued the intersection

for years, and many residents have been griping about the situation. “I’m not as concerned with
traffic as I am with a school bus being here and running a stop sign,” resident Chris Ferreira told

WCVB on Tuesday. “It’s something that I’m uncomfortable about,” he said. Ferreira has two school-
aged children and he added that, if he had to pick which street he would have to drive, he’d rather
be on Washington. “It’s a double stop sign. In the day you can cross it. It’s the night that you can’t

cross it,” he explained. Other residents agree. “It’s like a traffic problem. And the thing about it is the
speed of traffic with the school buses,” resident Barbara Kennelly said. “There’s five or six buses

there. You come from work and you have to go across and then you have school buses driving right
by you.” The state Department of Transportation is aware of the problem, but says it has nothing to
do with city and town officials. “The problem is that there’s not enough room to turn into a school

bus bus stop,” said Transportation Commissioner James Redeker. “Even with a ‘phased in’ plan, like
we’re doing with Route 37, it’s too late to change what’s already there.” The state DOT is working to
update signs so they’re more visible and to post warning signs, but that won’t bring the buses to a

stop. The department says it needs to install a traffic signal at the intersection, at its
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